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INTRO

OVERVIEW

Thank you for purchasing Gainstation / Gainstation Boost.

To get the most out of your new plugin(s), make sure you read this 
user manual carefully and you will be well on your way to unleash-
ing the full creative potential of these powerful processors.

The Diamond Gainstation series was created by Acustica Audio 
and Studio DMI, in collaboration with Grammy®-winning super 
producer, composer and songwriter Mike Dean, and is composed 
of two separate processors: Gainstation and a lighter, simplified 
version of it called Gainstation Boost. 

Creative tasks such as aggressive distortion, multi-mode clipping, 
harmonic saturation, and more can now be achieved effortlessly.

Give your mixes that punch-packing, wall-shaking, face-slapping 
sound, that characterizes modern productions, faster than ever.

No matter if you mix or produce Trap, Hip-Hop, EDM, if you are a 
beat maker, or a Metal head. Gainstation has you covered.
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Gainstation Boost

Gainstation Boost fea-
tures the same funda-
mental characteristics of 
its bigger brother in a sin-
gle ‘Boost’ control and an 
‘EQ Boost’ switch. Easy. 
Fast. Effective.

Read the ‘Operation’ 
chapter for more details.

AT A GLANCE

Gainstation

Gainstation features five different sections:

• a preamp stage, enabled by default, comprising of four different 
models and a preamp input trim control;
• a 2-band ‘Pultec-style’ EQ section (Bass++ and Air++), enabled 
by default, with two selectable centre frequencies per band and a 
preamp emulation;
• a Clipping stage with four different models, controllable via the 
Clipper knob;
• a Spread control;
• a Routing control;

Check the ‘Operation’ chapter for more details.
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SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

PRODUCT DOWNLOAD
AND AUTHORIZATION

Modern computers are powerful enough to run many plugins at once. 
However, our technology requires more resources than algorithm-based 
software, so we recommend optimizing your system to work with high 
CPU loads and low audio latency.

When you purchase a product from our web shop, the registration is au-
tomatic. Your newly purchased product can be downloaded via Aquari-
us, our dedicated free app for macOS and Windows. For more informa-
tion please visit our website.

Make sure Aquarius is always updated to the latest version available. If 
you experience any issues during the authorization of your products un-
install the plugin(s) and then re-install them using the latest version of 
Aquarius.
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WHAT IS A “ZL”
PLUGIN?

Acustica plugins come in two versions: ZL (zero latency) and a regular 
version. While the ZL version does not introduce any latency to your sys-
tem, the standard version does.

This buffer varies in size for each plugin and helps reduce the CPU and 
system load of your computer significantly.

For this reason we recommend that you use a ZL instance when track-
ing.

Basically both plug-in instances are identical but the current Acqua en-
gine can work either with or without an audio buffer. The idea behind a 
ZL instance is to give you the option to run an Acqua Effect with minimal 
latency, which is useful for tracking or direct monitoring.



OPERATION

Gainstation is based on a series of hardware units that were carefully 
selected and modded by Mike himself to achieve his unique signature 
sound. Gainstation is a completely new tool with no equivalent on the 
market, enabling you to add power, dimension and juice to your tracks 
way faster and better than with any other plugin chain in your arsenal.
Gainstation features five different sections
 
- preamp section: includes general input and output gain* controls, 
which can change the overall input and output level from -24/+24 dB. 
The Input preamp trim control allows you to increase and decrease the 
harmonic distortion of the preamp by adding ‘coloration’ to your source; 
The section is also equipped with four switchable preamp emulations ( 
M - I - K - E ) carefully selected and modified in order to achieve a strong 
and diverse harmonic distortion component. 
 
*Warning: the plugin output features a clipper that makes sure the signal 
is limited at +30dB, which is way above the +6dB Peak mark. Please use 
caution when setting levels to avoid sudden volume spikes that could be 
potentially dangerous for your ears or equipment when you change the 
routing in the plugin.

- EQ: comprises two Pultec-style EQ bands: a BASS++ band (Low-shelf 
Frequency boost (0-10dB) at 60Hz and 100Hz) plus an AIR++ band 
(High Peak Frequency boost (0-10dB) at 3kHz and 10kHz.

The Bass band influences both the low end response and the amount 
of harmonic distortion as it features an integrated preamp emulation. To 
increase the level of harmonics, just choose one of the four included 
emulations and use the ‘Preamp Input Trim’ control.

- Spread: this section features a Spread control  to adjust the stereo 
image by acting on MID and SIDE. This SPREAD differs from those of the 
previous plugins, because it does not affect the MID but only increases 
or decreases the SIDE, leaving the MID intact. 

- Clipper: includes four different Clipper modes (D - E - A – N) with 
increasing impact from D to N. Use the Clipper Trim control to vary the 
intensity to suit your taste.
 
- Routing: This section is characterized by a unique and simple con-
trol enabling you to change the plugin’s internal routing. You can se-
lect among four different blocks via a stepped knob, for extra versatility. 
Please refer to the block configurations below:

GAINSTATION
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Legend:
 
Blue=Preamp
Red= Bass++
Yellow=Air++
White= Spread
Green= Clipper
 
First block
Preamp  >  Bass++  >  Air++  >  Spread  >  Clipper
 
Second block
Preamp  >  Bass++  >  Air++  >  Clipper  >  Spread
 
Third block
Preamp  >  Clipper  >  Bass++  >  Air++  >  Spread
 
Fourth block
Clipper  >  Preamp  >  Bass++  >  Air++  >  Spread
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Controls:

1-Credits: Press this led/button to show the plugin credits.
 
2-3-6-7 Preamp models: you can choose between 4 different mutually 
exclusive types of preamp, press the corresponding buttons (M-I-K-E) 
to activate the corresponding emulation.
 
4- Pre Input Trim: It is possible to increase the harmonic saturation 
with this Pre Input trim. A one-knob internal gain structure control link-
ing the input and output gain stages with an inverse law. The con-
trol sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, and it is used to ad-
just the internal level of the plug-in. Note that this is different from a 
standard input gain control and always ensures that whatever gain 
change is introduced at the input, the output level is automatical-
ly compensated so that there is no perceived change in volume.  
Note: when the preamp stage is bypassed, the ‘Pre Input Trim’ mode has 
no effect.
 
5- Preamp: activates the preamp. 
 
8- Bass++ (Low-shelf) frequency button: activates the low (shelf) fre-
quency at 60 Hz.
 
9- Bass++ (Low-shelf) boost knob: from 0 to approx +10 dB.
 
10- Bass++: activates the Low-shelf filter. 
 
11- Bass++ (Low-shelf) frequency button: activates the low (shelf) fre-
quency at 100 Hz.
 
12- Air++ (High-peak) frequency button: activates the high (peak) fre-
quency at 3 kHz.
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13- Air++ (High-peak) boost knob: from 0 to 10 dB.

14- Air++: activates the High Frequency band.
 
15- Air++ (Low-shelf) frequency button: activates the high (peak) fre-
quency at 10 kHz.
 
16- Clipper (over-led): This LED signals an internal clipping due to a too 
high input signal level.

17– Input gain: controls the input level of the plugin (range: -24/+24 dB)

18-19 – Input meters (L-R): these peak meters measure the Left/Right 
output signal level.

20- Spread control: this control allows you to adjust the stereo image by 
affecting the MID and SIDE. This SPREAD differs from those of our previ-
ous plugins, as it does not affect the MID but only increases or decreases 
the SIDE, leaving the MID intact. 

21– Spread: activates the spread.

22- Routing control: each position sets a different block configuration for 
a total of 4  routing available.

23-24-27-28 Clipper models (D-E-A-N): you can choose between 4 
different mutually exclusive types of clipper, press the corresponding 
buttons (D-E-A-N) to activate the corresponding emulation. Each model 
has very distinctive characteristics, with growing intensity from D to N.
The overall loudness value remains the same in all clipper modes, where-
as the peak value changes from mode to mode.

25- Clipper Trim control: adjusts the amount of gain into the clipper.

26-Clipper: activates the clipper. 
 
29-30 – Output meters: these peak meters measure the Left/Right out-
put signal level.

31 – Output: controls the output level of the plugin (range: -24/+24 dB)



Gainstation Boost only features two controls for an even faster workflow 
and immediate punch. 
 
The BOOST knob lets you simultaneously vary:
 
- The amount of EQ applied (BASS++ is fixed at 60 Hz and AIR++ is fixed 
at 10k Hz) up to approx +16dB of gain for the Low band and +11dB for the 
High Band, while increasing the harmonic distortion.

- the Clipper response (set on D by default)
 
The second control called EQ BOOST changes the position of the EQ in 
the chain (Pre or Post Clipper), for details please refer to control 1.

GAINSTATION BOOST
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Controls:

1- Eq boost switch: a 2 position switch to set between the two different 
block configurations:

PRE (EQ BOOST)configuration
Preamp->Bass++->Air++->Spread->Clipper

POST (EQ BOOST) configuration
Clipper ->Preamp->Bass++->Air++->Spread

2-Credits: Press this led/button to show the plugin credits.
 
3- Clipper (over-led): This LED signals internal clipping due to a too high 
an input signal level.

4-5 – Input meters (L-R): these peak meters measure the Left/Right out-
put signal level.
 
6- Boost control: let’s boost your sound! The amount of EQ applied 
(BASS++ is fixed at 60 Hz and AIR++ is fixed at 10k Hz) up to approx 
+16dB of gain for the Low band and +11dB for the High Band, while in-
creasing the harmonic distortion and the Clipper response (set on D by 
default).

7-8 – Output meters: these peak meters measure the Left/Right output 
signal level.
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Technical support is exclusively provided via our dedicated Freshdesk 
platform. Please consult our website to learn more.

Acustica Audio is constantly improving its products and adding new 
features. Ongoing issues, bugs and rare crashes can still be possible. If 
you are experiencing issues with your product, please head over to our 
website and visit the dedicated knowledge base section. Many answers 
have already been answered and ready-to-use solutions can be found 
there.

All names, product names, logos and brands displayed on this docu-
ment are the property of their respective owners. The content included 
in this manual such as graphics, icons, images, is the exclusive property 
of Acusticaudio s.r.l. Or its content suppliers, and is protected by interna-
tional copyright laws.

The information contained on our website may not be downloaded, 
modified, distributed, uploaded, or otherwise used without the express 
written consent of Acusticaudio S.r.l.

Acustica Audio is a trademark of Acusticaudio s.r.l
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PRESETS

Gainstation includes presets. By clicking on the ‘preset’ drop-down 
menu on the left-hand side of Gainstation, you can select a preset from 
the displayed list.

1- MIKE DEAN (12 presets)
2- KEZ KHOU (8 presets)
3- APEX MARTIN (4 presets)
4- SAGE SKOLFIELD (8 presets)
5- SEAN SOLYMAR (10 presets)
6- TOMMY RUSH (10 presets)

M.W.A. Presets:

1- 808 DESTROYER
2- A KICK
3- BARELY BOOSTING
4- BOOM
5- CRUNCHY 10
6- EASY OVER
7- FL BOOST
8- HEAVY 808
9- MEDIUM BASS
10- RAGER
11- SUBTLE 808
12- WHOA

GAINSTATION
PRESETS

GAINSTATION BOOST
PRESETS





ABOUT MIKE DEAN

Grammy® Award winner Mike Dean is renowned for providing the secret 
sauce to the world’s biggest artists.

His career began in the early ‘90s with legacy-making work for south-
ern rap icons—and fellow Texas natives—Scarface, UGK, and Devin 
the Dude. Since then, Dean has evolved to blend hip-hop, pop, experi-
mental rock, and soul into a potent concoction that’s both malleable and 
uniquely his own.

“Producers should never get stuck in time. They should always be time 
travelers living in the future,” he said.
Throughout the 2010s, Dean has played a crucial role in the realization 
of seminal albums such as Kanye West’s ‘My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fan-
tasy’ and ‘Watch the Throne’, Frank Ocean’s ‘Blonde’, Beyoncé’s ‘Lemon-
ade’, and Travis Scott’s ‘ASTROWORLD’. 

Dean has described himself as “the finisher” for his ability to collabo-
rate and expand on the work of other producers and artists, bringing a 
shared vision to life. He’s also helped craft some of the decade’s biggest 
singles like “SICKO MODE,” “N*ggas in Paris,” and “Mercy.”

His debut album, 4:20, showcases his talents as an arranger, synth 
player, and guitarist.
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